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Step 1:  Door Preparation Assembly

1. Remove door from wood crate utilizing the nylon lifting straps provided 
and place face-up (as positioned in crate) on platform fl oor.  (Figure 2)

2. Remove two (2) vertical connector tubes shipped loose in the wood 
crate and insert one into the top of each jamb.  The holes in the 
connector tube must be toward the top and aligned with the interior/
exterior of the frame.    (Figure 5)

3.  Loosely bolt one door adapter assembly through the two holes at the top 
of each connector tube with the wing nuts and bolts provided.  (Figure 3)  
See Figure 3 for diff erent types of adapter assemblies.

4.  Position the Ambassadoor Lite upright directly below the centerline of the eave purlin.  Extend each connector tube 
upward until the door adapters can be clamped to the eave purlin.  Tighten the wing nuts.

5.  Level and plumb the Ambassadoor Lite.  The door is leveled and plumbed correctly when the bottom of each door leaf 
aligns and both doors swing without rubbing the threshold.  

6.  Stake the threshold to the ground with the four (4) galvanized nail stakes provided in the vinyl hardware bag.

7.  Keys for the cylinder lock and allen tool for dogging the panic bars are packed in the hardware bag.

8.  Door alignment may need periodic adjustments during normal use.
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Door adapter for pole tents.
7’-6” pole spacing (8143605)
10’-0” pole spacing (8143606)

Adapter Types

A.S. Venue Mid 
Adapter Kit
(8125469)

Century Frame/ 
Anchor Span
Adapter Kit
(8143604)

A.S. Event & Expo 
Mid Adapter Kit

(8125468)

Door adapter for pole 
tents. 
Before putting top 
onto side poles, fi t 
door adapter down 
over pole pins. 

Side Pole Side Pole

Navi-Trac Adapter Kit
(8004295)

Navi-Trac  Lt 
Adapter Kit
(8004587)

A.S. Event & Expo 
End Adapter Kit

(8143604)

Figure 3

Figure 4

Vertical connector 
tube.
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Door adapter assembly - clamp 
to eave purlin and bolt to verti-
cal connection tubes with wing 
nuts and bolts provided. (Venue 
Mid Adapter shown.)

Vertical connector 
tube.

Figure 5

Side Pressure plate (typ. 
both sides)

Nail stakes

Top Pressure plate

Outside of Door
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Figure 6

Step 2:  Vinyl Wall Installation

1. Use a side lace wall.

2. Install wall on outside of where door will be placed.

3. Remove pressure plates from ambassador lite

4. Stand Door up (on inside)

5. Place in position (where you require).

6. Feel for upper right ouside corner of door and cut wall diagonally across to 

lower left outside corner of door, using a razor knife.
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7. Then feel for upper left outside corner of door and cut wall diagonally across 

to lower right outside corner of door.

8. You will now have 4 triangles with the bottom one falling away.

9. Put pressure plate in place trapping vinyl underneath

10. Pull vinyl triangles back toward inside of tent.

11. When you are satisfi ed with the how vinyl is fi tting, screw the pressure plates 

in place.

12. Then cut vinyl off  at edge of pressure plates.

13. Plum door and stake.
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